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STONE TREATMENT- ACID BASED 

SABBIATORE 

DESCRIPTION: ACID BASED AGEING - ANTIQUE STONE TREATMENT.  
RECOMMENDED USE: IDEAL TREATMENT FOR POLISHED, HONED, 
TUMBLED, SAWN OR BRUSHED CALCITE NATURAL STONE SURFA-
CES, SUCH AS ROSSO VERONA MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, BOTTICINO, 
LIMESTONE, CARRARA. 

 Effective chemical sandblasting finish. 

 For interior and exterior use. 

 Commercial use by Professionals and Stonemasons. 

 Flooring or Slab works. 

 Ideal for renovating or ageing table, worktops, steps, pool surrounds, shower 

trays etc. 

 Creates acid resistant surface. 

PROPERTIES: 
Product works on the surface of the stone just like peeling the skin of an 
orange. Enhancing colour of stone and highlight any veins within the 
stone giving that real authentic worn aged patina finish. 
APPLICATION: 
Before using product make sure that any previous surface wax / 
polished or impregnating treatments are removed  to ensure that 
product works effectively otherwise desired results will not be achieved.  
Test small area: - Determine your desired result by testing a discreet 
area or sample.Apply manually to horizontal placed slabs or surfaces 
using a watering can or jug ensuring stone surface completely covered 
with product. Allow product to work for approx. 15 minutes until the 
orange peel effect 
has stop reacting to the surface of the stone. 
Having achieved the desired finish important to rinse thoroughly with 
clean water to remove any excess residues. We recommend floor 
surfaces in particular be thoroughly rinsed using MASTER CLEAN 
detergent diluted 1 part product to 5 parts water (100ml to 500ml) and 
wet vacuum product residue accordingly. 
Important Safety Note  
Use appropriate personal protection equipment, gloves, safety glasses 
and clothing as appropriate. Before proceeding to avoid damages from 
accidental spills or vapours, remove or protect all objects with 
appropriate protection and tape .Protect as necessary all surrounding 
areas ,glass, metal, or aluminium, plants and allow adequate ventilation.  
STORE: 
Dry surroundings above + 0ºC 

COVERAGE PER LT: 
1 – 2 m2 subject to surface 
texture of stone. 
*Coverage: The information is purely 
a guide line only and may differ 
according to the porosity and textured 
finish of the stone and site conditions. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 
We recommend applying STAIN 
GUARD or PLATINUM”  
Anti Stain treatment or alternative 
product in our range subjbect to 
desired finish required. Stone 
must be clean and dry before any 
treatments applied. 
 
Packaging: 
10 x 1 litre 
2 x 5 litre container  
All childproof tamper evident cap 

Warranty:-The technical advice whether verbal or in writing or by way of trials are given in good faith but without warranty. The application use or processing of the 
products are beyond our control and should be tested for their suitability and therefore your own responsibility. In no event shall STONE CARE EUROPE be liable to 

the customer or anyone else for incidental or consequential damages, however occasioned. ALWAYS TEST FIRST 

 


